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ABOUT SC 
The Sustainable Cities (SC) Program is an experiential learning partnership focusing on 
sustainability and cities in Indiana. Disciplines across the institution are tasked with addressing 
sustainability issues in a specific community by integrating these into experiential projects for 
ISU students. These problems range from strategic planning recommendations to community 
needs assessment, and understanding the impacts of waste strategies to mapping trail systems, 
and many other issues. 

This is a year-long partnership, in which students and faculty in courses collaborate with one 
specific community partner on these projects. Communities throughout Indiana have leaders 
who want to make real change. These leaders are passionate about moving their cities forward 
into the future, but are often limited by lack of resources, staff, and budget. 

The SC Program utilizes the innovation and energy of students and faculty to provide ideas that 
will address these issues. This relationship reinforces and strengthens our Indiana communities. 

Each ISU course and community partner will produce tangible and relevant outcomes for the 
community partner while providing ISU students with real world project completion. This report 
serves as this outcome. 

SC PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Nancy Rogers, Ph.D., Vice President for University Engagement 

Greg Bierly, Ph.D., Dean of the Honors College 

Heather Dalton-Miklozek, Ph.D., Director of the Center for Community Engagement 

Daniel Pigg, Director of the Business Engagement Center 

Garrett Hurley, Interim Sustainability Coordinator 
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ABOUT SULLIVAN 
Sullivan, IN is the county seat of Sullivan County and serves as a hub for the towns of Carlisle, 
Dugger, Farmersburg, Hymera, Merom, and Shelburn. Sullivan, IN was founded in 1853 and 
became the county seat. The total city limits is 1.88 square miles, but there are more residents 
living outside of this area that contribute to the community of Sullivan. Today, Sullivan has the 
largest estimated population as an incorporated town in Sullivan County.  

Sullivan faces many similar social, environmental, and economic challenges to other rural 
Hoosier towns and others that are unique to the city itself. There are approximately 8,500 
people available for the labor force in Sullivan County. Since 2009, the unemployment rate has 
steadily decreased in the county. There’s approximately 2,500 people that live in Sullivan but 
work in other counties. Some of the major employers in Sullivan are Raybestos Powertrain LLC, 
Hoosier Energy Emergency, Peabody Energy Corp., Sullivan County Community Hospital, and 
Raybestos Products Co. 

A common thought among Sullivan community members is that students that go to college 
graduate and don’t return to Sullivan. The highest degree attainment of folks 25 and older in 
Sullivan County is a high school diploma. Trade programs and certifications are a community 
concern from folks.  

Sullivan has a vast history and many points of interest in the community. The Sullivan County 
Public Library is one of 1,679 libraries designated as a Carnegie library. The Sullivan Civic 
Center was recently renovated to provide a central location for community members in 
Sullivan. The Heart of Sullivan is a civic organization that hosts many large events throughout 
the year. One of the largest events hosted in Sullivan is the Sullivan Annual Rotary Corn 
Festival. 

This community is full of potential and is being led through a strategic plan intended to 
bolster its standing for Hoosiers. The ISU Sustainable Cities program intends to help 
reach that potential. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sullivan County and Sullivan, IN identified a need 
to increase tourism to the county and 
incorporated city limits. Seven students in 
ECON351 were tasked with performing SWOT 
analyses of Sullivan County’s tourism industry 
and providing recommendations to improve 
tourism. Three dimensions of tourism were 
analyzed: Eco-Tourism, Entertainment, and 
Historical/Heritage. Recommendations for 
improving tourism centered on these three 
dimensions and included expanding trails and 
facilities, improving social media accounts, 
preservation and educational opportunities, 
billboard usage, and more.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Sullivan County hosts a diverse amount of opportunities for residents 
and tourists to use and enjoy within the county limits. However, there 
is a noted lack of tourism seen within Sullivan County from folks in 
nearby counties and larger metro areas such as Terre Haute, IN. The 
county has a population of about 20,000 and is home to many outdoor 
recreation opportunities, historical locations and areas, and friendly 
communities. The City of Sullivan and Sullivan County both identified 
the need to increase tourism and requested strategic 
recommendations. 
ECON 351: Labor Economics includes 
undergraduate students at ISU. This course 
teaches students about the mechanisms 
behind economics associated with labor 
markets, tourism strategies, collective 
bargaining, public policy toward labor, and 
more. This course intends to teach students 
how to sustainably grow a local economy 
and evaluate ways to improve local tourism 
by integrating this project. 

Seven undergraduate students were tasked 
with performing SWOT analyses to 

determine the needs of the tourism 
opportunities within Sullivan County. 
Students separated into three teams 
around three different dimensions of 
tourism: Eco-Tourism, Entertainment, and 
Heritage/Historical. Students performed 
background research and interviewed key 
experts and a resident to gain insight for 
their analyses. The students focused on 
sustainable development within their 
tourism research and recommendations. 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The students centered their research, SWOT analyses, and 
recommendations around the concept of sustainable development. 
Sustainable development within our local and regional areas views 
development through environmental, economic, and social lenses. 
Utilizing the sustainable development conceptual model in figure 1, 
students identified three dimensions of tourism that were relevant to 
Sullivan.
Initial takeaways from the preliminary research 
about Sullivan tourism was that outdoor 
recreation, history, and community were 
strengths relevant to sustainable development. 
Local economies like Sullivan can be bolstered 
by expanding local businesses, retaining 
businesses and local opportunities, and 
attracting people to visit and live in the 
communities. Tourism is an important factor in 
in large and small cities in Indiana (Appendix A.)  

After preliminary research and interviews, 
students identified three dimensions of 
sustainable development to further explore 

and provide recommendations around: Eco-
Tourism, Entertainment, and
Historical/Heritage.  

Figure 1. Sustainable Development Model. 
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ECO-TOURISM 

Students assigned to the Eco-Tourism group were tasked with 
performing a SWOT analysis, cost/benefit analyses of specific areas, 
and providing recommendations for improving tourism centered on 
Eco-Tourism. Eco-Tourism is defined as “responsible travel to natural 
areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being of the 
local people, and involves interpretation and education” (The 
International Ecotourism Society).  
The preliminary SWOT analysis of strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to 
eco-tourism in Sullivan County revealed 
multiple areas for expansion and 
improvement (Appendix B, p.6). Some 
strengths identified were the over 26,000 
acres of public grounds, six outdoor public 
areas, the availability of different types of 
outdoor activities, and Wi-Fi availability at 
state parks.  

Some weaknesses identified were the lack 
of Wi-Fi availability at county parks, the 
unknown water quality of lakes, the 
targeted marketing of areas and parks, the 
lack of variety in trails, and the unknown 
amount of funds to pay for projects. The 
opportunities identified were volun-
tourism, social media advertising, trail 
expansion and maintenance, water testing 
the facilities, vast availability of grants, and 
sustainable development education. Some 
threats identified to all of these were the 
costs of new developments, the 
community’s perception of outdoor areas, 
and the local outdoor area competitors.  

The cost/benefit analyses can be found in 
Appendix B.  
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ENTERTAINMENT TOURISM 

Students assigned to the Entertainment group were tasked with 
performing a SWOT analysis, cost/benefit analyses of specific areas, 
and providing recommendations for improving tourism centered on 
entertainment. Entertainment attractions such as gaming, dancing, and 
others that encourage tourists to travel to specific destinations can be 
considered part of entertainment tourism.   
The preliminary SWOT analysis of strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to 
entertainment in Sullivan County revealed 
multiple areas for expansion and 
improvement (Appendix B, p.13). Some 
strengths identified were a local winery, 
multiple events and festivals in the 
communities, an airport, multiple 
museums, multiple lakes and reservoirs, 
nearby state parks, the Sullivan County 
Youth Sports Complex, Merom Bluff, and 
multiple small businesses.   

Some weaknesses identified the lack of 
marketing for entertainment like the winery 
and festivals, lack of nightlife, lack of indoor 
entertainment opportunities, website 

issues, lack of events for young adults, no 
marketing for the youth sports complex, 
and little to no social media. The 
opportunities identified were the nearby 
Terre Haute population, the fraternities and 
sororities at multiple nearby higher 
education institutions, a more progressive 
mayor enacting policies favoring younger 
population, campus organization events, 
potential travel sports industry, and the ISU 
resources available. Some threats identified 
were the aging community, lack of diversity, 
the 30 minute drive from Terre Haute, and 
the increasing digital environment.  

The cost/benefit analyses can be found in 
Appendix B.
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HISTORICAL / HERITAGE TOURISM 

Students assigned to the Historical/Heritage group were tasked with 
performing a SWOT analysis, cost/benefit analyses of specific areas, 
and providing recommendations for improving tourism centered on 
historical and heritage factors. Historical or heritage tourism means 
travelling with the primary purpose of exploring the history and 
heritage of a particular place or places (eTravel).  
The preliminary SWOT analysis of strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to 
historical/heritage tourism in Sullivan 
County revealed multiple areas for 
expansion and improvement (Appendix B, 
p.18). Some strengths identified were the
strong historical sites and buildings,
historical markers and historical events,
festivals with strong historical aspects, and
great pamphlets illustrating the history of
the community.

Some weaknesses identified were 
advertising of the historical sites and 
museums, lack of social media presence, 
more publicity for the historical society, and 
general awareness of the historical society. 
The opportunities identified were more 
advertising on social media and billboards, 
holding more events around historical 
landmarks, and field trips to historical 
landmarks. Some threats identified were 
underutilization of historical sites and 
potential lacking in relationships with 
building owners. 

The cost/benefit analyses can be found in 
Appendix B.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sullivan, IN and Sullivan County have great resources and opportunities 
that are attractive to tourists. Opportunities such as the great outdoor 
spaces, events, and historical sites are exemplary. However, these 
opportunities need to be expanded and more widely shared. Expanding 
the tourism sector across the county will allow the local economy to 
steadily grow through increased exposure and revenue. In order to 
capitalize on this the students provided the following 
recommendations. 

ECO-TOURISM RECOMMENDATIONS 

o Expand park trails and facilities to
accommodate a wider variety of tourists

o Test water quality of lakes to determine
clean-up effort needs

o Offer expanded equipment rentals with
clearly advertised prices

o Provide educational opportunities
o Increase the online presence and

awareness of outdoor recreation in the
area

o Utilize volunteers in these efforts

ENTERTAINMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

o Improve social media and website to
accurately reflect offerings

o Offer assistance to local businesses in
creating and/or updating social media

o Implement inclusion efforts and
trainings for community and community
leaders

HISTORICAL / HERITAGE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

o Set up billboards around highways and
roads near historical sites

o Get Sullivan, IN and Sullivan County
information into school corporations in
neighboring counties

o Continue to make ISU connections by
integrating art from students
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CONCLUSION 

Sullivan, IN and Sullivan County have both identified the need to 
increase targeted tourism efforts to bolster their communities and local 
economy. Students performed research, analyses, and various other 
academic efforts to identify ways these communities can increase 
tourism. Students presented these recommendations to the City of 
Sullivan and the Sullivan County Chamber of Commerce and Tourism 
Commission (Appendix A.)
The following themes were present in all 
recommendations: 

1. Increasing marketing efforts for tourism efforts
through social media and traditional marketing
efforts (ex. Billboards) for the City of Sullivan, Sullivan
County, and businesses in the area

2. Expanding the availability of information about
tourism opportunities in online webpages, physical
locations such as neighboring schools, and in direct
outreach to populations such as ISU schools.

3. Implement efforts to bolster an inclusive and
participatory community by engaging direct
community outreach initiatives with things like
community cleanups.

The student groups provided in-depth recommendations 
for increasing tourism around Eco-Tourism, Entertainment, 
and Historical/Heritage. The students highlighted the great 
opportunities that already exist within Sullivan, IN and 
Sullivan County. The recommendations provide insight 
into the need to expand marketing and outreach efforts 
around these existing opportunities. It will be important to 
follow the recommendations that align with these themes.  
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APPENDIX A. 
Student presentation outline. 



Tourism in Sullivan
ECON 351- Spring 2021



Project Goals
● Learn How to Sustainably Grow a Local Economy

● Evaluate Ways to Improve Sullivan County’s Tourism Industry



Research Process

Garrett Hurley- Office of Sustainability- Sustainable Cities

Brandy Wolfe - Executive Director at the Sullivan County Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Commission

Preliminary Class Research

Victoria-Ross Frost- Business Development Manager in Hendricks County

Billy Drappo- Sullivan County Resident



Relevant Literature on Developing Local Economies
● Leadership

○ Inclusivity

■ Open to All Campaign

■ Citizen Leadership Program

● Entrepreneurship

○ Business Incentives

● Education

○ From Pre-K to Employment

● Infrastructure

○ Internet Access

○ Historic Preservation



Tourism Sub-Topics
● Eco-Tourism

● Entertainment Tourism

● Historical/Heritage Tourism



Eco-Tourism



Expanding Park Trails and Other Facilities
● Demand for outdoor recreation analyzed by the Outdoor Industry Association

○ Risen since 2017

○ 8.4% since start of Covid-19 Pandemic

○ Largest increase in hiking 

● Competition with other parks

○ Population of cities like Terre Haute

● South Carolina study concludes high economic benefit of $1.1 million. 

○ Template is applicable to other state and local parks on smaller scale

● Expand both number and variety of difficulty

● Other camp facilities

○ Cabins, inn

○ Accommodate a wider variety of tourists



Water Testing and Potential Cleanup
● Advantage of lakes over other outdoor areas

● Stigma of poor water quality

● Water testing at Pace Analytical McCoy & McCoy Labs Farmersburg, IN.

○ Farm Runoff- herbicides, pesticides, nitrogen

○ $100- $250 per lake

● Advertise as clean and attract tourists or guide cleanup needs

● Point source solutions

○ Filters

● Nonpoint source solutions

○ Culvert redirection

○ Grass Strips



Rentals
● Boats, fishing gear, etc

● Shakamak State Park- paddle boats and row boats

○ Price?

● Attract tourists who do not have their own gear

● Indiana Department of Natural Resources pricing

○ Rowboat, Cano, Kayaks e- $5- $8  per hour, $20 per day

○ Average price of rowboat - $2,000 and Kayak - $1,000

○ Average lifespan- 10 years

○ Rowboat- 100 all day rentals and Kayak- 50 all day rentals to turn a profit

● Additional costs to consider



Environmental Education
● Ensure long term health of parks

● Educational signs

○ Trails

○ Lakes

● Shakamak Nature Center

○ Ecological  presentations

● Employee training



Online Advertising of Eco-tourism
● Key to drawing in tourists

○ Actively seek out new as well as cater to current

● Social Media

○ Variable amounts of followers

○ Consolidate park profiles for cohesive message

● Partner with travel organizations- Trip Advisor



Environmental Volunteers
● Recruit local residents and other people interested in the environment to 

complete projects.

● Volunteer benefits- minimize costs, builds community spirit

● 90% of nonprofits that use volunteer labor realize an increase in economic benefit



Entertainment Tourism



Things to do!
● Historical Markers/Sites

● Parks 

● Festivals and Special Events 

● 15+ Antique Shops 

● Recreational and Sporting Events

● Lodging, Campgrounds, and Cabins 

● Fishing, Hunting, Bird Watching, Hiking, Photography, Biking

AND SO MUCH MORE!



What's needed? 
● Advertisement Improvements 

● Social media

○ County social media

○ Local businesses

● Diversity and inclusion



Social media
● Increase overall awareness

● Increase customer base

● Enhance relationships with customers

How to Improve? Resources? 
Indiana State University Classes

● Marketing

● Graphic design

● Student Marketing Team (Club)

 



Diversity and Inclusion
Prioritize inclusion and diversity in order to increase rural tourism

● “86.9% of companies stated that integrating diversity and inclusion has helped enhance 

productivity and improve business value” (Investment Weekly News, 2021)

How to Improve? Resources? 
Jessica Pettitt 

● “Good Enough Now” (Two copies will be provided) 

● Board Development and Consulting & Retreats

○ “Inclusion Education Town Hall”



Historical/Heritage Tourism SWOT Analysis
Strengths:

- Has a strong sense of history with the abundance of 

historical sites and buildings.  Ex: Carnegie Library

- Sullivan has plentiful amount of space around the 

town for different activities for history events or historical 

markers. Ex: plaques

- Sullivan Annual Rotary Corn Festival; has 

possibilities of advertising the historical side of Sullivan.

- Sullivan has great designed pamphlets that show not 

only the historical side of the community but also the local 

businesses.

Weaknesses:

- Advertising of the historical sites and the museum are not as 

plentiful as they need to be. 

- The town’s presence on social media is a potential issue as 

companies from your city are less likely to put themselves out there. This 

can affect tourism and bringing people in

- The historical society needs some more publicity so that it can 

expand. Maybe publicize it as a homegrown organization with its roots 

firmly in the county since it was formed in 1886. 

- I feel the historical society may not have as much impact on 

tourism as it could be so what if a scholarship was created by them that 

would grant money to students going to college for some type of history 

degree.



Historical/Heritage Tourism SWOT Analysis
Opportunities:

- Advertising more

-More social media presences

-Use more of billboards around the area.

-Having local artists or artists from ISU paint murals 

around the city showing Sullivan’s rich history. 

- Hold more events on campgrounds for historical landmarks.

- Talking to local school corporation and colleges to see if they 

would to have a field trip to historical landmarks.

Threats

- If the advertising doesn’t improve, a city rich in history like this 

one may not be able to entice the type of families that are full of pride 

and dedication. 

- If historical sites continue to be underutilized, not only will you 

be missing out on a lot of potential profit, but you will also be taking the 

chance of people forgetting the place even has history and the historic 

side of the county can just become a never talked about topic. Adding 

more pages to the brochure about the historical side of the county or 

maybe bringing more awareness to the historical society could help to an 

extent but in the end what needs to happen is figuring out some way to 

utilize these sites. 

- Some owners of buildings that would be perfect places for 

murals may not allow murals to be put up and that could create potential 

difficulties. 



So Why is Historical Tourism Important?
- Tourism overall brings new forms of investments to communities, large or small.

- Jobs

- Stimulation 

- Can bring people from all over Indiana or other regions.

- If people find a niche for a piece of history, they will want to keep visiting.

- Gives Sullivan a sense of pride of their history as a town.

- With a sense of pride, people will try to take more care of their environment.



What We Find Important to Focus on
- Advertisement

- Murals around Sullivan

- Education (Field Trips)



Advertisement Importance in Historical Tourism
- If Sullivan wants to get their historical sites to get traction, advertisement is 

needed.

- Billboards 

- Advertising historical landmarks, or even local business in Sullivan, on billboards could be huge.

- These billboards could be placed up and down US 41 between Terre Haute and Sullivan.

- On average, billboards can cost between $600 and $1,500.  The price just depends on the location of 

the billboard.

- There also other costs such as the cost of the materials and labor to put up the billboard.

- About 50 cents a square foot

- About $500 for labor



Murals 
- Murals could be a way for the community and visitors to see the rich history of 

Sullivan.

- For long term investment, a mural would create a more welcoming environment for people moving 

into Sullivan.

- A mural would also make Sullivan look more modern.

- To do this:

- Hire local artists to help paint it.

- They could do it for a community project or for commission 

- Partner with ISU and our art department as a class assignment.

- Costs:

- If you were to go down the community project or partnering with ISU, there would not be a 

commission cost.

- For supplies, it would be between $10 and $20 per square foot.



Murals Continued 



Renovate Historical Locations
- When people come to Sullivan to see landmarks, we want them to see quality.

- Broken signs or trash around the area will deter people from coming back.

- This could be a community project that craftsmen and people come to clean up 

historical landmarks, parks, and campgrounds.

- When renovating these landmarks, we have to make sure nothing contains 

offensive language or imagery.

- Native Americans 



Field Trips 
- Getting in touch with local schools around the Sullivan area for field trips.

- There are many indicators within Indiana’s Standards for education that align 

with history around the Sullivan area.

- To get school’s attention:

- Hand out pamphlets to schools

- Connect historical sites to standards and indicators

- This will help bring more attention to Sullivan and promote spending in your 

local economy.



Overall Recommendations
Eco

● Expand park trails and facilities to accommodate a wider variety of tourists
● Test water quality of lakes to determine if clean-up is necessary
● Offer an extended line of boat and equipment rentals with clearly advertised prices
● Provide educational opportunities to employees and tourists to preserve the areas
● Increase online presence to better inform, attract and keep tourists
● Utilize volunteers to minimize costs while building community pride

Entertainment
● Improve county social media/website 
● Help local businesses create and/or update social media
● Implement inclusion and training within community and community leaders

Historical
● Set up billboards around the highways and roads near historical sites
● Get Sullivan County pamphlets into big schools in neighboring counties(places like ISU and IU)
● Ask local artists or students from places like ISU to make murals commemorating the history of the area surrounding Sullivan 
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APPENDIX B. 
Student report including cost/benefit analyses. 
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Introduction

The Econ 351- Labor Economics class, consisting of seven Indiana State University

students have compiled their recommendations for growing Sullivan County’s economy through

tourism in this Business Proposal. This project was done as part of the Office of Sustainability’s

Sustainable Cities initiative. To gain insight into the demographics of the County, the class met

with Brandy Wolfe, Executive Director at the Sullivan County Chamber of Commerce &

Tourism Commission. Some key takeaways from the discussion included that Sullivan had a

population of about 20,000, is home to many outdoor recreation areas, possesses a rich history,

and is full of friendly, caring people. This meeting also made the purpose of the project clear,

which was to help grow and strengthen Sullivan County’s tourism industry. The next step was to

go broad and learn all the factors that influence a local economy and this was accomplished

through talking with Victoria Ross-Frost, a Business Development Manager in Hendricks

County. She discussed how expanding local businesses, retention, and attraction were all

important to sustainably growing an economy. She also provided many resources that

emphasized the importance of tourism in Indiana, among both large and small cities. The class

then gathered input from Billy Drappo, a resident of Sullivan, whose input was very influential

in the development of the SWOT analyses and in determining that the issue was not a lack of

attractions, but of underutilization of these attractions and a lack of overall publicity. Sustainable

development is found at the intersection of Economic, Environmental, and Social growth, so

Entertainment, Eco, and Historical tourism fit perfectly within this model and also play into the

strengths of Sullivan County, making those the three areas on which the proposal is focused.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to find areas in which Sullivan County can improve to

help build their local economy. Through research conducted by the Labor Economics class at
Indiana State University the main focus of the project became tourism. Within the focus of
tourism for Sullivan County the class split the focus into three main groups Eco-Tourism,
Entertainment Tourism, and Historical/Heritage Tourism.

The Eco-Tourism group found three main areas in which Sullivan County can improve
their outdoor tourism. The first being increasing the quality of parks through trail expansion and
water quality research. Trail expansion would allow for tourists of all skill sets to enjoy the area,
and water testing would provide assurance to the community or serve as a guide to clean-up if
necessary. Second, a way to increase tourist revenue is implementing more rentals of boats and
other outdoor equipment. This will allow tourists who may not have access to these items the
ability to enjoy the areas and provide a way to grow the tourism economy in Sullivan. Lastly, in
order to benefit from the previously mentioned recommendations, people need to know about
these spaces and how they benefit them. This can be accomplished through a greater online
presence such as more direct marketing on Facebook. By unifying park websites, potential
tourists will gain a more clear and concise picture of what Sullivan has to offer.

The Entertainment and Tourism group found that Sullivan County had the resources and
opportunities for Tourism and Entertainment. However, throughout this project it was noticeable
that the community lacked advertisement through social media as well as a lack of inclusion
within the community. This group recommends working with Indiana State University’s
marketing and graphic design classes to help improve the social media and websites associated
with the town and local businesses. Recommendations for inclusion would consist of utilizing
Jessica Pettitt and her book titled “Good Enough Now”, of which copies will be provided, and
the accompanying retreat that provides training for Board Development and Consulting.

The Historical/Heritage Tourism group found that Sullivan County has a multitude of
historical sites, but unfortunately they are not being utilized as effectively as you would hope.
Through this project, we discovered that the most effective ways to increase traffic to these
different historical sites are through billboard advertisements and getting your pamphlets to
nearby schools as well as having a group or school make murals depicting the history of the city.
The billboard advertisements could entice people from the highway to come into the town to find
these sites and murals. In addition to the advertising, these murals could also fill the people who
are already living there with pride for their town, potentially bringing them back to the town to
work or open new businesses after college. The murals could also help to bring more attention to
local businesses and artists. Finally, the murals could give the town a more modern and
welcoming feel.
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Eco-Tourism

Cost/Benefit of Expanding Park Trails

A large part of tourism in Sullivan County is centered around outdoor recreation. Of the

various types of outdoor recreation, hiking is one of the most popular. Having and expanding

park trails in Sullivan’s vast amount of public land will be key to growing the tourist economy.

When focusing on drawing tourists from cities like Terre Haute, Sullivan will have major

competitors like Turkey Run State Park. It will be important to have numerous trails that suit a

wide variety of hiking skill sets so as to draw in more people. Park trails must be designed,

constructed, and maintained. Expanding park trails will come at a cost to the community but will

also reap economic benefit.

After analysing park attendance across the nation, a recent article from the Outdoor

Industry Association determined that there has been a growing demand for park and recreation

services since 2017. Outdoor recreation is one of the few industries that has done well during the

Covid-19 pandemic. Demand for outdoor recreation rose 8.4% during the Spring and Summer of

2020 which is more than any other recreation or tourist industry. Within this demand increase,

hiking is one of the most highly demanded activities. A recent article from the Journal of Park

and Recreation Administration studied the costs and benefits of expanding and maintaining trails

in state parks. They focused specifically on location and conducted a survey in one South

Carolina state park. By asking targeted questions, they were able to determine that the average

park visitor had a willingness to pay for expanded and maintained park trails of $4.76. That

multiplied by the amount of total visitors, 235,774, equals a potential economic benefit of over

1.1 million dollars. The project of trail expansion and maintenance should be undertaken because

the benefits are greater than the costs. That is a much larger scale than would be expected for
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Sullivan. However, the article concluded that given current demand, their findings are applicable

to trails in state and local parks across the United States. Capitalizing on outdoor recreation has

the potential to grow the economy of Sullivan. Sullivan should expand, maintain, and advertise

trails in their parks and public land to compete for hiking tourists.

Cost/Benefit of Water Testing

The parks of Sullivan County have the great advantage of lakes. These lakes provide

fishing, boating, swimming, and scenic hiking. This is a difference that sets Sullivan apart from

Turkey Run whose main source of water-related recreation is Sugar Creek. One Sullivan native

believed that there is a stigma around Sullivan that the lakes are poor in water quality. Sullivan

should have their water tested for pollutants, particularly herbicides, pesticides, and excess

nitrogen from farm runoff which are all common in this part of Indiana and the Midwest. This

water testing could be done at the Pace Analytical McCoy & McCoy Labs in nearby

Farmersburg, Indiana. The cost of this varies depending on what is tested for. The range is

typically between $100- $250 per lake. If the water quality comes back clean, then Sullivan can

advertise it as such, remove the stigma, and attract tourists. If the test comes back showing

pollutants, then Sullivan could start to consider clean up projects.

Cost/Benefit of Lake Clean up

If the test results show that lakes in Sullivan are in need of clean up, Sullivan must decide

how much clean up is worth it. One article from the Journal of Lake and Reservoir Management

studied the cost and benefit of various types of lake clean up. Various cleaning agents can be put

into the lakes along with filtration systems to enhance water quality. The study showed that

cleaning up lakes in parks led to increased attendance and overall economic benefit. However,
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lake filtration may not fix the long term problem if the pollution is a nonpoint source. That is to

say that it is coming from somewhere else and does not originate at the lake itself. The article

stated that nonpoint source pollution is becoming increasingly common due to runoff from

agricultural fields. If agricultural runoff turns out to be the problem with Sullivan’s lakes, then

solutions will include culverts to reroute ditches and streams that carry chemicals to the lakes.

Also the installation of grass strips in low areas of fields will decrease soil erosion and farm

runoff to the lakes. The grass and other vegetation will absorb contaminated water before it

reaches its final destination, the lake.

Cost/Benefit of Buildings

Adding new buildings in Sullivan county’s parks could be a worthwhile investment to

increase tourism. While cabins for camping trips are already available, a small hotel which offers

a slightly higher quality of service and accommodations may attract more visitors looking for a

greater level of comfort when visiting natural locations. Additionally, the implementation of

more nature centers or additional rental services may require the construction of new facilities.

The construction of additional facilities brings about a wealth of opportunities to increase

revenues.

At the current moment, the real estate market is crippled by critically low supply of

homes, as construction across the country has nearly halted altogether. This occurrence is a result

of unusually high lumber costs due to tariffs on Canadian lumber imports. This unique scenario

alone may be enough to make the costs of construction, at least for the current moment, not

feasible. However, recent proposals for infrastructure development by the Biden administration

may lead to a deflation of lumber prices in the coming months. With such uncertainty in the
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current market, potential costs of building projects are difficult to predict, and unlikely to remain

consistent throughout the coming year.

What can be stated with relative certainty is the measured cost-effectiveness of

sustainable buildings. Should Sullivan choose to pursue construction projects within the local

state parks, it would seem appropriate to consider constructing green buildings. While

high-performance building construction does cost about 2% more than typical structures, author

Charles Kibert reports that these additional costs are mitigated through energy cost savings in the

first year alone. In addition, the author claims that green buildings are shown to increase the

productivity of employees, reduce liabilities, and lead to greater hiring outcomes with lower

employee turnover rates.

Implementation of Rentals

Another way to bring in revenue at the outdoor centers is through offering rentals of

boats, fishing gear, and other equipment that tourists may not have on hand. Sullivan County is

near many college campuses with students that are potential tourists who are not likely to be

owners of outdoor activity equipment needed to enjoy everything the parks have to offer. The

Shakamak State Park website lists that they offer paddle boat and rowboat, but does not list any

prices. The Indiana Department of Natural Resources website lists prices at State Parks as

rowboat and canoe rentals as $5 per hour and $20 per day, kayaks as $8 per hour and $20 per

day, and paddle boats as $8 per hour. These prices would be good starting points in determining

the prices charged for rentals at parks in Sullivan County in order to be comparable among their

competition.

The average price of a rowboat being around $2,000, it would take 100 all day rentals to

cover the cost of one rowboat. Recreational kayaks average about $1,000, so it would take 50 all
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day rentals to cover the cost of one kayak. Treating the equipment with care would yield a

lifespan of about 10 years for each boat/kayak. Other associated costs would need to be factored

in such as life vests and storage, but overall offering rentals could make these different outdoor

activities more feasible for individuals and increase demand for these outdoor spaces.

Environmental Education

In order for these outdoor spaces to be viable into the future, proper maintenance is key.

Educational resources such as signage on the trails, near the lakes, and in the facilities will

provide the necessary reminders that people need in order to build good habits while using these

outdoor areas. In addition, educational signage throughout the parks will allow tourists to

become more engaged and leave with a more well-rounded experience and appreciation for the

space. The National Recreation and Park Association website recommends vendors that are

experienced in designing these kinds of displays and that provide free quotes.

The employees and volunteers at these spaces in charge of maintenance will also benefit

from specific training on best practices in caring for the plant and animal life that inhabit these

spaces. A study referenced in the report titled Best Practice in Strategic Park Management found

that in the U.S. most decisions involving natural resources are not based on scientific facts,

which poses a great risk to the preservation of these areas. Auditing the current practices against

the best practices outlined in the report could ensure that the parks are being properly cared for

and that damaging practices are not being unknowingly continued.

Online Advertising

One of the most important parts of tourism is exposure to potential visitors and in today’s

world social media is the prime driver of this exposure. When looking at the Discover Sullivan
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website, each park but Dugger Unit has its own Facebook page, but it’s evident that some pages

get much more attention than others. Sullivan County Park and Lake and Shakamak State Park

have the most followers at approximately 6,500 and 9,000 followers respectively. Turtle Creek

Reservoir and Discover Sullivan County pages have about 350 and 550 followers respectively.

Fairbanks Landing Fish & Wildlife and Greene-Sullivan State Forest share a page that has only

60 followers. Tourists use social media during the Pre-Trip, During-Trip, and Post-Trip phases of

travel and find informativeness, credibility, and entertainment to be important factors in their

travel experience. The pages seem to mostly focus on informing current users of the outdoor

areas and do little in the way of attracting new visitors.

One suggestion in addressing the Pre-Planning stage is to partner with travel

organizations that can promote the outdoor accommodations in Sullivan County. When searching

Nature and Parks in Indiana filtered by traveler favorites on sites such as Trip Advisor the first

park from Sullivan County to appear is Shakamak State Park ranked as #127 with the next

closest being Greene-Sullivan State Forest at #238. What this demonstrates is that most people

looking for nature destinations in Indiana will most likely not just stumble upon Sullivan County

and instead would have to purposely search for the town to find it. Another suggestion would be

to consolidate the different accounts into one cohesive page that hosts all the information. The

Facebook link for Greene-Sullivan State Forest found on the Discover Sullivan website and the

page found by searching the name on Facebook produce two different pages which could be

confusing for potential and existing tourists looking for correct information. Lastly, creating tabs

on the pages to better organize the content would be helpful so people have easy access to what

they desire and do not get discouraged scrolling through posts irrelevant to their questions.
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Cost/Benefit of Volunteers

Getting the local community invested in economic development projects is a great way to

help peak interest in the area’s new attractions. When carrying out projects which expand upon

Sullivan County’s State Parks, a unique opportunity arises to recruit residents within the area to

participate, as individuals with a particular interest in sustainability may feel drawn to the

opportunity to invest in their community. Students studying environmental sciences or other

related studies at Indiana State University and other local higher education institutions may be

particularly beneficial to recruit as volunteers, as young people are likely to inform friends and

family about the experience, thus peaking interest in visits to the area. Using volunteer labor can

be a great means of minimizing costs as well, but it is important that this is properly weighed

against the investment required to be sure that volunteers have a positive experience.

Investing in volunteers rather than the labor market is not always cost-effective.

According to an analysis by Handy and Mook, the costs incurred through using volunteer labor

may range anywhere from 1.2% to 100% of income gained as a result of their work. The analysis

reports that 90% of non-profits which use volunteers report that benefits were seen as a result,

with 80% citing a reduction in costs. Other benefits included greater community support and a

higher quality of services provided.

Entertainment Tourism
The group for Entertainment and Tourism, after much research, found that one of the

most beneficial ways for small economies to grow is through online advertisement, social media,

diversity, and inclusion. After viewing Sullivan’s social media accounts and the county’s

websites, it was noticeable that the town had sufficient things for tourists to do. However, it was
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hard to find these things on both social media and on the website. Through our research, we

learned that Sullivan has plenty to offer to the community and tourists but it is imperative that

people can learn about these offerings quickly and easily from anywhere in the country. Online

advertisement and particularly social media can do this and inform people of these offerings and

they are especially effective for tourism because social media “offers the prospect of replacing

physical proximity with virtual interaction and even intimacy” (Jones et al., 2015).

Not only is advertising important for the town itself but it is also important for the small

businesses within it. Much of our research suggests the importance and impact social media has

on small businesses. Specifically a report titled “Impact of social media on small businesses”

presented that small businesses that use social media increased overall awareness, increased

customer base, and enhanced the relationships with customers (Jones et al., 2015). This increased

awareness for the small businesses through social media brings an increase in awareness to the

area as well and provides a lift to the county’s tourism along with the business. In order to

increase the online presence and social media use by small businesses and the county, the

entertainment and tourism group recommends working with marketing and graphic design

classes here at Indiana State University to revitalize Sullivan’s online presence. Specifically, the

entertainment and tourism group recommends working with them to update the town’s website,

create and update the town’s social media accounts, and create a plan for getting small businesses

in the area onto social media in order to help promote the area to outsiders. From our findings

and what was presented to us, it was the group's perspective that the website was hard to follow

as non-residents.

The entertainment and tourism groups’ second recommendation is to prioritize inclusion

and diversity in order to increase rural tourism. Currently, Sullivan county is 93.1% white.
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Welcoming people of color and other minorities such as the LGBTQ+ community is imperative

to growing the tourism industry. It is important to not only embrace diversity in tourists and

residents but also to provide diverse opportunities within the community to attract these different

groups of people. In a GoodFirms survey, “86.9% of companies stated that integrating diversity

and inclusion has helped enhance productivity and improve business value” (Raymond, 2021).

With more knowledge of inclusion this has the ability to help local officials and businesses create

a community welcoming to all. When communities are more welcoming this allows for more

groups to want to come visit Sullivan. This also allows for human capital investment for local

residents and new prospective residents.

Our theory is that a more welcoming and inclusive community will allow for more

tourism from groups connected with Indiana State, such as Greek life and other extracurricular

organizations. It is our speculation that with more inclusive community offerings, groups such as

fraternities, sororities, and clubs, that may have a more diverse population, will be more driven

to visit Sullivan because of the amount of activities provided and the short distance the town is

from Terre Haute. Our belief of why these groups are not already visiting Sullivan County is

because of the fact that when some individuals of a group do not feel welcomed the entire group

will decide to avoid that specific location. In order to bring these groups to Sullivan, our

recommendation is to introduce the  book “Good Enough Now” by Jessica Pettitt, which can be

found on goodenoughnow.com or Amazon for $32.99. Two hard copies will be provided to you,

and the book features an asynchronous book club. Alternatively, Jessica Pettitt provides Board

Development and Consulting & Retreats found at Goodenoughnow.com. These retreats can be

provided to the community in a program like “Inclusion Education Town Hall”, which would be

given to business owners, local officials, and community members.
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Historical/Heritage Tourism

Similar to the group focused on entertainment, we discovered after a lot of research that

the best way to grow the historical tourism sector of small towns and communities is by

increasing the level of advertisement for these historical sites. The advantage that Sullivan

County has in this regard is that there are a ton of historical sites that could potentially draw

people to the county. William Drappo, ISU Teaching Assistant and Sullivan County native,

informed us that these historical sites have unfortunately not been utilized as effectively as you

would hope. Drappo mentioned that you wouldn’t really know that these historical sites and

markers are there if you didn’t live close to them and even then you may not know they are there.

This led us to the major issue that we found needed to be addressed above all else: how to

properly utilize these historical sites in a way that could bring people into the city and hopefully

cause them to stay.

The first of the two solutions we found that could help solve this problem the most was

through the use of things like billboards on the highway nearest to different major historical sites

(Sherman Building, Merom Camp and Retreat Center, and the Shakamak State Park). Putting the

well-made pamphlets that you guys have into big schools like Indiana State and IU could help

some people who are history majors think about coming to see these historical sites. The other

solution we figured out was potentially partnering up with local art classes and potentially ISU to

create murals of the famous events and people that have made Sullivan what it is today. We

believe that by investing in both advertisements and murals that the town can properly show the

small town charm that it has.
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Upon discovering that the historical sites and markers weren’t being utilized, we decided

the first place that needed to be looked into was how we could advertise them in a way that

would allow a larger audience to see them. This thought process led us to looking into the pricing

of putting billboards up near the highway and maybe a few miles ahead of the exit to Sullivan

that advertise things like the Sherman Building and Shakamak State Park. We found that the

prices of advertising using billboards could be anywhere from $672- $3861 per month and we

found that, while it could be potentially very pricy, the positives of doing this ultimately

outweigh the negatives and associated costs. By investing in these billboard advertisements, you

have a higher chance of people traveling on the highway coming into the town as according to

Alexa Thomas, “on average, medium-sized billboards receive 10,000 to 20,000 views per

location per day costing a few thousand dollars each”(Thomas, 2015). It is likely they will come

into town to investigate what they saw on those billboards and then look around the town to see

all it has to offer. Setting up these billboards could also allow advertising for things like the

yearly Rotary Corn Festival which would definitely help bring people into town. Sullivan is a

town that is very rich in culture and has a lot of different attractions and unless we are able to

properly advertise them, bringing in tourists can be quite difficult. Another way to advertise for

the city would be to find a way to get the pamphlets that you guys have created for Sullivan

county into places like ISU. If these pamphlets could make their way into the HMSU Commons,

Sullivan could potentially get a very good amount of exposure from it.

The other solution that we agreed upon that could add some charm to your city while

showing the history of Sullivan is making murals of famous historic moments in the town’s

history. An example of a building that could be enhanced by a mural on the side would be the

Sherman Building. A building that already has rich history and has gone through a lot of changes
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in its time, this building could benefit from a beautiful mural on the side depicting the evolution

of the building from a building that presented vaudeville performances to a church that has been

at the heart of the community for decades. This building already has a side wall that is more than

big enough to support an ambitious design like this. Placing murals across the town depicting the

city’s best moments could not only bring people in but also fill the community that currently live

there with pride for their home, potentially causing people who leave the city to work to work in

the businesses that the city currently has. Adding on to this is murals can help create vibrant

neighborhoods that citizens and potentially tourists will want to live in. One of two problems we

can see with making murals is that unless you have a group willing to volunteer their team and

energy to doing this, it could be very costly as people who create murals can charge a steep price

depending on the square footage of the area in question but you could ask the Sullivan Area Art

Guild should you need volunteers. The other problem is that some business owners may not want

murals on the side of the buildings they own. Some of these people could be convinced if they

believe it is the best thing to do to get people to come into the city but some people won’t feel

this way. It can’t hurt to ask at least.

We believe that the biggest missed opportunity that Sullivan County has lies in the

tourism that these historical sites could bring in. Places like the Merom Camp and Retreat

Center, Sherman Building, Shakamak State Park, and Waapaahsiki Siipiiwi Mound Historical

Park could all desperately be helped by advertising them more. We can do this a number of ways

including the ones we felt most important to mention here as well as through things like the

aforementioned social media. Before you advertise these sites, it could be a good idea to assist in

renovating these areas in order to make them more friendly to not only tourists but also more

appealing to teachers and schools. With renovations, places like the Mound Historical Park and
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Shakamak could be fantastic field trip locations for students. I think by flaunting the history of

the sites, you could potentially get teachers from nearby counties to find a way to get their

classes to these sites. Places like the ones mentioned above would be great for field trips as they

are expansive and have a lot of rich history so why not use that to your advantage? I think

bringing tourism to the historical side of the town and county is only going to be done through

continued dedication and effort. This effort will be repaid in full at some point when the people

who came for these historical sites decide to remain in Sullivan County due to the charm of the

cities contained inside of it.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Sullivan County already has many great outdoor spaces, events, and historical sites that

just need to be more widely shared with those outside the community. Sustainable development

is built upon strong leadership that focuses on Environmental, Social, and Economic issues

within the community. Expanding the tourism sector across the County will allow the local

economy to steadily grow through increased exposure and revenue. Below is a summary of the

recommendations described in the previous paragraphs.

Eco
● Expand park trails and facilities to accommodate a wider variety of tourists
● Test water quality of lakes to determine if clean-up is necessary
● Offer an extended line of boat and equipment rentals with clearly advertised prices
● Provide educational opportunities to employees and tourists to preserve the areas
● Increase online presence to better inform, attract and keep tourists
● Utilize volunteers to minimize costs while building community pride

Entertainment
● Improve county social media/website
● Help local businesses create and/or update social media
● Implement inclusion and training within community and community leaders

Historical
● Set up billboards around the highways and roads near historical sites
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● Get Sullivan County pamphlets into big schools in neighboring counties(places like ISU
and IU)

● Ask local artists or students from places like ISU to make murals commemorating the
history of the area surrounding Sullivan
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